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Soimilk is a Thai-language lifestyle brand offering 
high-quality, well-curated contents for in-the-know 
Bangkokians. Honest, informative and entertaining, 
Soimilk tells its digital-native demographic where to 
spend their time and how to make their baht go a 
little bit further.

From outdoor markets to new destinations in Thailand 
to the latest food crazes and fashion trends, Soimilk 
has deep, on-the-ground insights into the freshest, 
tastiest and coolest things happening in town.

YOUR DAILY DOSE OF FRESHNESS

INTRODUCTION
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THE BEST AND LATEST ON WHAT TO DO IN BANGKOKCONTENT

CONTENT
The best and the latest 
on what to do in Bangkok

Fashion,  beauty, 
technology and  

entertainment

The latest  
dining and  

nightlife trends  
in Bangkok

Thailand’s hidden-gem 
destinations

Concerts, performances
and food festivals

TRENDING

Travel

EVENTS

HEART THE CITY

RESTAURANT 
& BAR

Bangkok’s rich art 
and culture scenes
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READER PROFILE

TOR PLOY
20 years old

27 years old

Lives in a condo with sister 
near Ladprao

Owns a social 
media-based 
clothing shop

Tries to reward herself 
every month

Spends most of her time exploring 
flea markets and art galleries 
looking for fresh ideas

Brings her tablet  
everywhere

Loves makeup

Loves travelling 
to new places

Studies at a 
top-ranked

Thai university

Enjoys
reading blogs

Very conscious 
about monthly spending

Follows his favourite 
bands online

Lives with family 
in Prakanong

Tablet use is a must 
for her business

Follows beauty bloggers, 
fashion influencers and 
DIY blogs

Gives fashion and makeup 
advice to friends

Follows Facebook pages about 
traveling, ticket prices, hotel 

and restaurant deals

An amateur 
photographer 

Feels great when sharing 
lifestyle posts with 

friends on the internet
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Aged 18-35

Earn B15,000-
35,000 per month

Love 
traveling

Mostly have a 
bachelor's degree, 
one-third have a 

master's

University 
students, first 

jobber and young 
executives at 

the start of their 
careers 

Young 
entrepreneurs/

business owners

Active social 
media users; 

Facebook and 

Instagram especially

Eat out more 
than 3 times 

/week

Spend over 
6 hours/day on their 

smartphones

Enjoy concerts  
and live music
performances

Online
shoppers

Working 
out

Love crafty 
and handmade 

products

TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC
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SOIMILK AUDIENCE

 Age
 25-34  : 51.93%

 18-24  : 13.7%

 35-44  : 21.18%

 45-54  : 7.36%

 Device
 Mobile  : 74.05%

  Desktop  : 22.56%

 Tablet : 3.4%

 Gender
 Female : 64.3%

  Male  : 35.7%

Preferences / Interests

75%

 Bangkok

 Top 5 big cities;  
Chiang Mai, 

Chon Buri,  

Nakhon Pathom, 

Khon Kaen,    

Nakhon 
Ratchasima  ** Avg. data from Google analytics, Jan-Nov, 2019

Arts & 
Entertainment

Age

Device

Gender

Music

Hotels & 
Accommodation

Beauty, Health 
& Fitness

Location

25%
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SOIMILK STATISTICS

WEBSITE (per month) FACEBOOK

Page Views  1,082,827 
Users   323,395

Likes   217,134 
Avg. reach  5,728,408
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OUR BRAND 
TYPES OF ADS
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BANNER ADS
When advertising your business, there are 

three important factors to consider: visual 

appeal (to grab attention), location (to 

maximize exposure) and relevancy (to improve 

response). Banner advertising is the perfect 

solution for all of the above. With banner ads, 

you can use text, graphics, video, audio and 

your company’s branding to stand out and 

attract attention.

BANNER ADS
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NATIVE ADS
Native ads are the ideal platform to reach 

today’s millennials because of the way they 

integrate naturally with editorial contents 

and command much higher level of organic 

engagement across all digital platforms. By 

presenting native ads in the same format 

as Soimilk content readers already enjoy, 

they become a perfect tool for raising brand 

awareness and generating leads in ways 

traditional display ads cannot achieve.
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NATIVE ADS

CASE STUDY
CLIENT: Avani Riverside
When Avani Riverside wanted to boost sales 
numbers for their rooftop bar, Attitude, they 
asked Soimilk to resonate their campaign. 
Building on the idea of a “stay-cation” the 

editorial team crafted an article promoting 

life outside Bangkok’s central business district 

through a list of venues and attractions targeted 

in lesser-traveled areas—and Attitude was 

subtly included on this list. After just 3 days, 
the story was shared more than 369 times.
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ADVERTORIALS
Advertorials are the best way to maintain strict 

branding control while keeping the visual appeal 

of native content. These stories focus directly 

on key brand concepts, shining a light on your 

marketing campaigns and goals. Advertorials 

are closer to traditional advertisements, and 

their effectiveness depends on how closely the 

concepts align with reader interests. Soimilk’s 

editorial team, crafts engaging, eye-popping 

advertorials that stand out from other. 
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ADVERTORIALS

CASE STUDY
CLIENT: Perrier
When Perrier wanted to promote the upcoming 

Perrier Mixologist Team Thailand Competition 

2017, they turned to Soimilk to create an 

advertorial that resonated with readers. The 

editorial team flipped the traditional-sounding 

press release on its head, writing a catchy, 

fun article in line with our audience. This was 

combined with a stunning, custom-made cover 

photo to make the piece pop and draw clicks.
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NATIVE ADS VS. ADVERTORIALS

NATIVE CONTENT 
This style of content allows 

Soimilk to maintain its voice and 

some editorial independence as 

it creates stories for your brand.

Example brief: 
A new shopping mall wants to 
promote their restaurants

Native Advertising:
5 Italian restaurants in Sukhu-
mvit you need to check out.

Advertorial:
Happy Makk Food Fair - 50% 
off food through March 31

Native  
Advertising Advertorial

Placed within the context of where regular 
content is consumed

Has the appearance of the kind of content 
users want to see

Adopts an editorial tone

Provides content the audience usually expects

Tries to influence decision-making  with 
commercial messages
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NATIVE VIDEO
Native video ads offer Soimilk’s best bang 

-for-the-baht advertising. By integrating highly 

engaging video production with education, 

entertainment and your brand’s concepts, 

these are among the most widely shared 

pieces of client content we produce. 
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NATIVE VIDEO

CASE STUDY
CLIENT: L’OREAL THAILAND
After three Thai contestants won L’Oreal’s 

international product-idea competition in 

France, L’Oreal Thailand wanted to get the 

word out to its key demographics. To achieve 

this, we took advantage of our running series 

“Soimilk People” to spread the news in a the 

most engaging way possible. Overall, the 
video reached 66,000 views, 684 likes and 
52 shares. 
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BRAND SOLUTIONS

Benefits Banner 
Ads

Articles
Native 
VDOs

Native Advertorial

Boosts brand awareness and recognition

Reaches consumers effectively

Reaches possible consumers / 

Soimilk’s audience effectively

Creates loyalty and trust

Improves conversion rates
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SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
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DISPLAY THB size (pixel)

Billboard

- Landing Page 13,000 / week
970x250

- Content Page 10,000 / week

Box Banner 6,500 / week 300x300

Bubble Banner 15,000 / week 300x300

NATIVE & SOCIAL THB

Native Ads 75,000

Native Ad + Photoshoot 95,000

Native Feature with Video 140,000

Advertorials 60,000

Pic Post (8 Images) 67,000

FB Photo Album + Photoshoot  
(Max. 25 Images) 100,000

Share FB Post 45,000

FB Canvas 100,000

Pin Post 13,000 / week

IG Post 7,000

VIDEO THB

Native Video 130,000

Native Multimedia Video 90,000

Bundle

- Event Shooting 25,000

- Product Shooting (In-house) 18,000

2020 RATE CARD 

NATIVE AD
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BILLBOARD

BUBBLE BANNER

BOX BANNER



THANK YOU

Soimilk Advertising Team
T:  (662)624-9696

E:  sales@asia-city.co.th


